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surprise visit by bruce! - SHADOWMANIACS

WE were very honoured last month when Bruce Welch paid a surprise visit to our club. He came in with a ... We look forward very much indeed to his next visit. 
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SURPRISE VISIT BY BRUCE!



    



Bruce Welch playing with Eric on bass, Chris, drums, Ron, vocals, Terry, lead and Bob on keyboards



Bruce also chatted to members who, I must say, were very respectful and did not crowd him and allowed him to enjoy listening to the music being played by the members as well as have a friendly drink. I think he enjoyed himself that much that he felt the urge to play and eventually went to the front of the stage and played with Terry and Ron (from the Sussex Shadows Club) and our resident band The Silver Shadows. He borrowed Graham’s Strat and then played “Please Don’t Tease” (as written by Bruce). It was great to see him perform for us and it showed when a great big cheer went up when he finished the number. That, we believe, was the first time that he has played since his operation. So well done to all the club members and players who allowed Bruce to chill out for a while and enjoy himself. Please, Bruce, feel free to pop in any club night and play again. We loved having you visit us. Thank you from us all at The Surrey Shadows Club.



PHOTOS BY: TONY RODRIGUES WHO ALSO TAKES ALL THE PICTURES OF THE PLAYERS ON CLUB NIGHTS



Bruce Welch (centre) and The Surrey Shadows Club Management Team who are from left: Ken Emerson, Bob Withrington, Mike Norris and Bruce Heyden, posing for photo at the end of Bruce’s visit.
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SURPRISE VISIT BY BRUCE



Bruce being introduced to all as the “New Rhythm Player” in the band by Bob Withrington.



Bruce getting ready to play a song he wrote for Cliff ......... “Please Don’t Tease”



Bruce looking very well indeed when he visited us on May 20, for an informal visit. We look forward very much indeed to his next visit.



Bruce offering praise to the band for their rendering of his song which they played very well indeed. And as was said after he had played the number: “He didn’t do too bad for a new boy did he!” Well done, Bruce, and thank you once again for your visit . The players and audience very much appreciated it. His next visit is.......................... PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY TONY RODRIGUES
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VISIT TO FLEURBAIX, FRANCE



From left: Ken Emerson, Bruce Heyden, Michel Henaux, Mike Norris, Marcel Dumont, Bob Withrington outside the venue in Fleurbaix



OUR visit to Fleurbaix, Northern France, to visit a fellow Shadows venue was on April 16. We left Walton at 5.45 am to drive down to Folkestone to catch the Eurostar across to Calais. When we arrived in Calais we had to travel north for a while on the motorway and then turn off towards Fleurbaix. Our driver was Bob Withrington who had lived in France for a few years and knew his way around. So we are very grateful to Bob for doing the driving. He can also speak pretty good French! The purpose of the visit was to get to know our French counterparts and see how they run their club. This particular venue is held once a year and there was a large gathering of Shadows enthusiasts at this venue. There were about 200 people there when we arrived and we were made extremely welcome when they announced that we had arrived. This venue cost us 32 euros each and included all the tea, coffee and wine you could drink during the course of the day. Also included was a meal at luchtime and an evening meal as well. We were made to feel very welcome indeed as we mingled amongst the other people there and talking to them. If we could not speak French and Bob was talking elsewhere they had someone nearby who could speak English so there was no problem regarding commnication between us. Our “guardians” were Michel Henaux and Marcel Dumont who are also the organisers of the event. They told us about the event and how it was run and the format for playing. The main difference is whereas we have individual players they have bands mainly. They do have a system whereby they make up scratch bands from all different players and then they play a Shadows tune. We were due to perform at about 3.30 pm. This we did and thoroughly enjoyed it. First we played individually to backing tracks and then together as a group. (continued on next page)
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Some of the players with their wives and friends at the venue in Fleurbaix
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Other bands then played a selection of tunes. This carried on all afternoon and there were some very good bands playing. This was interspersed with a photo session and then the music carried on. We were made to feel very welcome indeed by everyone and it was a real pleasure to be there. The music carried on till 9.30 pm. We all decided it had been a fantastic day and would definitely go there again. Then it was back to our hotel for the night for an early start back home in the morning. After coming back to England we thought we would pop into Seaford as Terry, Ray and Ron were having their monthly club meeting. This we did and that finished our “world tour” of Hersham, Fleurbaix and Seaford. A fantastic weekend and we are hoping to arrange for our Fleurbaix friends to come here to Hersham to visit us. Plans are afoot for this to happen....so watch this space! Meanwhile, back to last month’s meeting and we were again blessed with a large audience to watch the band and players perform. We had Barry Gibson (an accomplished player) and Alan Taylor (Pipeline). Also we had a return visit from the Southcoast Shadows Club and also members from the Berkshire Shadows Club and it is always lovely to see these people come here and play for us as well as our own players. There were a few new faces in the audience as well from Hampshire. So anyone reading this, if you are not from our area don’t worry as we will be very pleased to see you if you want to pay us a visit. You will be made to feel very welcome. Come and visit the best (probably) Shadows club in the country! If anyone would like any of the photos that Tony (Ironside) Rodrigues took last month just go up to him in his wheelchair and talk to him and he will be very happy to talk to you about it. The Management team hope that you enjoy your visit to us tonight and if you would like to make any comments about bettering the club even more or, you have a complaint, please approach any Management Team member and talk to them. They are there to help!    







                               



SEPTEMBER MEETING Could you make a note in your diaries that the September meeting date has been moved to SEPTEMBER 9. This is because it will clash with the Pre-Shadowmania Party at Lakeside on the 16th.    
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Learning by surprise 

hippocampus (circled in blue in brain cross sec- tion) responds to novel stimuli by sending a burst of the messenger substance dopamine. (red) to the substantia.
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Untitled - SHADOWMANIACS 

Controls the Flange by the lovel of the input signal. Selects the number of Low-Mid EQ Frequencies acted upon. 5 Band EQ only. C#. Low Mid EQ Amplitude.
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Untitled - SHADOWMANIACS 

Angel VoxMello. TheAngelReflct. AngelTremSpace ... Smooth vocal reverb by The Angel. Ambient delay program ... Madison Square. 29. 30. Crying Space.
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QuadraVerb GT - SHADOWMANIACS 

edited program before selecting another program, or your edits will be lost. ... PURE QUAD spotlights the digital signal processing section of QUADRAVERB GT.
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July 2017 - Visit Bruges 

bouw (alleen toegankelijk met deze tour). Een echt unieke beleving! FR Bruges par cÅ“ur | Durant cette promenade exclusive (max. 16 per- sonnes), un guide ...
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DVD 1 DVD 2 - SHADOWMANIACS 

Dec 5, 2015 - SEE YOU NEXT MONTH â€“ FRIDAY 15th MAY 2015 ... Last month it was decided to feature a Rock and Roll set during the evening to.
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Program Chart - SHADOWMANIACS 

ALESIS QUADRAVERB GT PROGRAM CHART. 34. 01. 88888. 02. 70. 03. 04. 06. 43. 10. 46. 13. SOLID BODY. 69 SKANK RHYTHM. NEBRASKA. SMOKEY ...
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Visit to Vetterman 

doesn't take a lot of real estate to produce exhaust systems, but both facilities are .... have his cell phone number saved in their own phones and text him with the ... prefer-a matter of considerable debate on Internet forums, with evidence ...
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visit our online gallery: 

May 7, 2009 - 500 years of printing and publishing in scotland. Edinburgh City of. Print. 10 Brougthon Market. Edinburgh. 0131 556 9536 edinburghcityofprint ...
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Tala - Bruce Goldsmith Design 

Any modification, e.g. change of line lengths, changes on the speed system ...... contre les incidents de vol suivant une norme internationale, qui reprÃ©sente les ...
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Shotgun Ltd. - SHADOWMANIACS 

looking for the famous 2i's Coffee Bar located at 59, Old. Compton Street ... Barry Gibson bumped into our friends while they were shopping around. Denmark ...
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Our August club night - SHADOWMANIACS 

ZOOM G7.1ut EFFECTS BOARD/PEDAL with HANK MARVIN/SHADOWS SOUND PATCHES! Zoom make exceedingly good pedal boards and this one has ...
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les soucis dun sansoucy tome 3 surprise by yvan ... AWS 

This. Les Soucis Dun Sansoucy Tome 3 Surprise By Yvan DeMuy PDF on the files/S3Library-5a90b-8a9fe-Fea03-Ba3fe-C192e.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, 
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Tala - Bruce Goldsmith Design 

L'utilisation de l'accélérateur peut demander des efforts, et l'équilibre du pilote dans la sellette peut-être gêné. Il .... Pour toute question ou inquiétude.
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une visite surprise by claudie pernusch -83pdf-uvsbcp AWS 

This. Une. Visite. Surprise. By. Claudie. Pernusch. PDF on the files/S3Library-3c08e-3d30b-9073b-24fc8-Fc139.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if provi
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Surprise à Hygiksvall 

bonne santé… Quelques filaments argentés dans ses cheveux, sur les tempes, me firent penser qu'elle de- vait approcher de la quarantaine… Tout à coup, elle.
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La Surprise Hamon 

sociale Â» s'exprime Anthony avant d'Ãªtre coupÃ© par son amie Marion : Â« il va ... s'indigne Colin, fervent supporter de BenoÃ®t. Hamon. Ce dernier n'a pas perdu ...
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Sub-prime Surprise ... Not! 

Apr 18, 2007 - ... make enough money during the boom times that being able to survive a ..... when a lender agrees to let a defaulted borrower sell his home and to ..... .
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MS. VICTOIRE INGABIRE'S SURPRISE 

Nov 24, 2010 - http://www.fdu-rwanda.org â€“ http://www.victoire2010.com. Join us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Victoire-Ingabire-Umuhoza-for ...
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Anglais Anglais - Bruce DemaugÃ© 

thousand. 4 000 000 four million. 1 000 000 000 one billion. 1 000 000 one million. A number is used to count or to measure. Negative numbers are numbers ...
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Bruce chez Tony Stark 

Page 2. Les premiers Ã  se montrer rÃ©guliÃ¨rement avaient Ã©tÃ© Hawkeye et Black Widow. Natasha, si elle snobait toujours les invitations de Tony (pas qu'elles soient nombreuses pour autant), ne refusait jamais celles de Pepper. Et puis, il fallait 
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Anglais - Bruce DemaugÃ© 

trousers (GB) pants (US) underpants (slip) pants (GB - culotte) panties (US - culotte) boxer shorts (caleÃ§on) leggings (caleÃ§on pour femme) a shoe a lace. T-shirt.
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Bruce Bradshaw - Boram LEE 

Waves. âž¢ Argo. âž¢ Tides & Water Levels. âž¢ Physical & Chemical Profiles .... standard Java libraries for oceanography. â€¢ We employ multi-tier web and application ...
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Anglais Anglais - Bruce DemaugÃ© 

... of Queen Elizabeth II the Clock. Tower was renamed to Elizabeth Tower in September 2012. Texte adaptÃ© de l'article Wikipedia Simple English sur Big Ben â€“.
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